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Burglary at
Wabash campus
By Keith Weso l
A typewriter was reported stolen
from the Liberal Education Department as well as damage to three doors
resultant from a forced entry at the 623
S. Wabash Building, according to
Chicago Police Department reports.
According to Administrative Dean
Bert Gall, a liberal education faculty
member discovered the break-in at 8:45
a.m. last Monday and summoned
police to the scene.
The trespassers apparently gained
access to the Liberal Education
Department by removing molding
strips and a glass panel from the front
door of the department on the sixth
floor, Gall said. The trespassers tried
to break into the science, journalism
and advertising departments as well as
the science lab but were unsuccessful
because of the " very good lock
system," said Gall.
"They probably had so me small
tools, possibly screwdrivers o r hammers," Gall said.
According to Gall, one o f the three
doors was ruined to the extent of $300
and the typewriter, a n IBM Selector

III , was worth $400. Gall also said that
the school was not sure when the entry
had occurred.
" We can' t really do much until we
narrow down the time frame that we're
dealing with ," Gall said . "The key
thing is knowing roughly when it happened, that could help us to determine
who did it. "
"We're
interviewing
janitors,
faculty and security to nail down who
was where and at what time as well as
when everybody left," Gall said.
"That will help us to know if it happened Saturday, Sunday, or Monday."
Gall said that the school was not sure
whether the trespassers were students
or outsiders but that "it was not incQnceivable that they hid in the building
a nd waited for their chance."
Although there was security in the
building all weekend, nobody was
caught and there were no suspects at
press time.
"Unless they try to turn in the
typewriter to a pawn shop or
something like that it is going to be
very hard to find who d id it," said
Gall.

The Wobuh building, before liS roHnt brook-ln. (File photo)

Yamamoto takes over AEMMP
By Josep h Coll ins
This past October I not only marked
the beginning of the 1984 semester at
Columbia College, but also the first
day of work for Carol Yamamoto, the
newly appointed chairperson of the Arts,
Entertainment
and
Media
Management Department (AEMM).
Yamamoto's appointment was officiated in September, four months after previous chairperso n Fred Fine announced his acceptance of another job,
according to Mirron Alexandroff,
President of Columbia ·college.

New
AEMMP
Yamamoto.

chair,

Carol

In May of this year Fine announced
terested in arts management when she
that he was accepting his current job as
was wo rking for an industrial heating
Acting Commissioner of the City o f
and air condit ioning firm shortly a fter
C hicago's Department o f Cultural Afgraduation , while sti ll maintaining an
fairs. This actio n prompted a search
avid in terest in the arts. After a ttenfor a new chairperson for the depar- . ding a · convention a nd seminar
tment, which had been headed by Fine
designed to train sales representatives,
since he helped found it in 1978.
she became fascinated by the p rospect
Yamamoto, who has been a member
o f " furth ering the arts thro ugh really
of the AEMM facu lty si'!Jce 1981, ap- · good management skills" that she
plied for the position under the
·l earned through the seminar. Her
suggestion of the exiting Fine. Out of
fascinatio n a nd consequent pursuit of
the 10 serious candidates for the vacant
it helped her acquire arts ma nagement
office, Yamamoto was selected after a
positio ns with opera companies · in
series of interviews and conferences
Houston , Seattle a nd most recently in
with President Alexa ndroff, Dean of
Chicago, where she is cur rently
Columbia College Lya Rosenblum and
Manager of the Lyric O pera Center for
two facult y committees.
American Artists.
Although several of the candidates
Although a faculty member for the
had comparable educatio ns and
past three years, Yamamoto looks
business experiences, Alexandroff· exforward to her new position, which she
plained that Yamamoto was selected
believes will give her a differen t perover the others based o n what he terspective on the department's function
med " human factors". He cited her
within the school, as well as a greater
persona lity,
maturity a nd good
opportunity to express and support the
j udg ment, as well as acknowledging
ideals o f both the college and her
her degree of education a nd exceppredecessor.
tional work record. Alexa nd roff
She sees the chairing of the deparbelieves Yamamoto has "every potentment as a collaboration between hertial for effective leadership. "
self and the other members of the
Yamamoto, who began her college
department, and a nticipates the
career as a piano major at the Univerchallenges o f extra organizatio n and
sity of Colorado, first became inteamwork that go along with coor-

dinating a small department.
"I like the diversity of the types o f
students you encounter here. The o ther
thing 1 really like abo ut them is their
curiosity; they're always asking
questions. They really want to learn,"
said Yamamoto. "They know how to
keep their teachers on their toes.
Nothing is taken for granted."
Yamamoto
believes
that
an
education is the best tool any person
can have, as lo ng as they have the will
to use it. " I want to somehow see these
students given the basic skills and then,
with their own initiative, go o ut and try
to inake it," she explained .
Yamamo to received her MBA from
the UC LA Grad uate School of
Management. She also has five years of
practical busi ness exper ience in the
field of arts management. As well as a
management position with the Lyric
Opera and her newly appointed
position at Col um bia College, Ms.
Yamamoto also serves as Managment
Consultan t fo r the National Endowment for the A rts, a member of the
Music Ed ucat io n Pa nel of the Illinois
Arts Council, and also as a member of
the Music Advisory Panel of the Great
La kes Alliance.
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Students voice poli~jc~l opinion

By Kristine Ko pp
The coming presidential election
between
incumbant
candidate
President
Ronald
Reagan
and
Democratic nominee Walter Mondale
has left many voters in a fren zy. The
question seems to be ... how are people
making the decision that they do? Is it
the policies, the images, personalities,
age, or the arms race?
Students at Columbia seem to be
basing their decisions on a number of
these issues.
Twenty-one-year-old Randy Bernstein has already made up his mind.
"Reagan has a strong influence over
the Russians," he said, "The Russians
know that we will c hallenge them and
personally 1 don't trust the Soviet
Union. 1 think that on that level
Reagan has done a good job...
But
20-year-old
Teresa
Nino
disagrees.
"I like Mondales policies better and
his way of dealing with problems while
Reagan is more stubborn in his old
age."

While many of the voters have made
their decisions there are still hundreds
more who have not . Most of those
hundreds don ' t know enough about
the issues at hand .
it.. .October 16 to October 23 is the
Week of Education; "Breaking the
Stalemate...

During the week various films and
movies will be shown along with guest
speakers, who will deal with the
nuclear arms race which Liberal
Education secretary Paula Weiner says
is the main issue of our time.
"Different departments have been
asked to participate in their own classes
and also the academic advisors will be
putting o n a pro gram." said Weiner.
Education week will not support
either candidate, the main object will
be educating the voters about the
nuclear arms race.
Weiner believes that ma ny voters do
not know a ll the issues.
" It's something tha t I don' t think
people can hide their heads in the sand
about. They have to be aware of the
consequences. This nuclear arms race
has been called the grea test issue o f our
time because if we should ever have a
nuclear war, well tha t' s all there is, "
said Weiner.
But Louis Silverstein, co-ordinator,
faculty , staff, stude nts o f Columbia

Old age seems to be the key issue
with many voters.
" I would vote for Reagan if he were
10 years younger," said 22-year-old
Beth K:1h . "In about two years Reagan
will be running this country from a
nursin~_!lome bed."

College i~ more concerned with getting
the voters out to vote.
"We had a really big · voter
registration this year with 1003 voters.
In order to do anything, now that they
are registered we have to get them out
to vote."
Many students have still not
registered, or they just are not going to
vote.
Suzanne Brennan was not able to
register in time but she hopes that she
can pick up a ballot in time for the election.
"If I was a registered voter I would
vote fo'r Reagan," she said. "Mondale

is experienced but I would not want
him running the coun
"
Whatever reasons the people have
for choosing the candidates that they
do, it would more than likely be worth
their while to attend some of the
programs that will be going on durina
the Education week.
According to Weiner, the proaram
actually will not be stating the candidate that they support.
The program will be based on the information that was given to prevent
nuclear war. They will find the candidate that is more anti-nuclear war
said Weiner.
'

1003 voters sign up
state law that allows volunteer deputy
registrars, like Moore a nd academic
advisors Eileen C herry a nd Hubert
Davis, to sign up voters.
Previously, the Board o f Elections
Commissio ners sent regist ra rs to
Columbia fo r a few d ays during the
two-week period o f registratio n .
The C hicago Coalition for Vo ter
Registrati on, who sponso red a train ing
program for registrars, said Columbia's system was the most effective
process for registering student voters,
according to Moore.
" It was perfect fo r us. We knew
many o f the students so we could prod
them to register. Some peo ple were
embarrassed
that
they
weren' t
registered," Moore said .

By Jo Anne Stric kla nd
Although it took most- Columbia
College students an hour to register for
fall classes, it took only three minutes
to register to vote for the next u.s.
president.
The
"very
successful"
voter
registration drive at Columbia added
1003 voters to the rolls, according to
John Moore, dean of student affairs.
"We incorporated it into the
registration process which was much
more effective. We couldn't miss
anybody," said Moore.
The voter registration table was
strategically placed outside the last
station of class registration, where all
students exited.
" People were happy that it was so
convenient," he said .

"Their vote and their o pinion counts . People do have a choice-so get out
there and vote," he said.

Moore also attributed the overwhelming success of the drive to a new
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Foreign policy protested
By Ric k G u asco
It 's o ne thing for unkown activists to
protest for a cause. But the issue takes
on added notice when the people
protesting are recognized actors.
" Before I' m an actor, I'm a human
bein.l(." explained Robert Foxworth.
" I'm a citizen, I love this country."
In this election year, many
groups-from housewives to white
collar professionals-have become active for various causes, i.e.- from
nuclear freeze to civil rights.
Such a group gathered Oct. 12 at the
Bismarck Hotel 's theatre in the Loop.
They came to tell the public their opposition to American foreign policy
and actions in Central America. But
what made the group different was that
nearly all the SJ?CBkers were celebrities
and actors.
Foxworth co-stars on the television
series, " Falcon Crest." The bearded
actor was joined by Chicago author
Studs Terkel, former "WKRP in Cincinnati ~ ' star Howard Hessman, singer
Jackson Browne as well as others.
Leading the meeting was Mike Farrell,
who starred in the former series ·
"M*A*S*H." The actors . traveled
to several cities across the country to
express their views and inform the
public about Central America.
"We want to begin a broader
national dialogue on the issue," Foxworth said. "A lot of people in this
country are ignorant of what is happening in Central America and what
our government has been doing there."
Caught in the middle of the crossfire
of all these sides are the peasants, farmers and villagers of those countries.
Many of them are unsure what the
fighting is all about or who is right.
Foxworth and a grou~ ' American
actors, businessmen and clergy visited
Nicaragua last May. "We asked a
peasant if he knew Marx or what

Marxism was," Foxworth said. "The
peasant answered, ' Groucho'?"
Foxworth's comments carne in a
solo interview after the meeting.
People filled the main floor of the
Bismarck's theatre to hear the acton'
own views and experiences. Chicago
was one stop of what was being billed
as the "National Tour Town Meeting
. on Central America. "
"We feel concern can be expressed
not only for the people dying in Central America, but concern for the ideals
that are dying in this country, " Farrell
told the crowd.
Farrell, as did the others, attacked
the Reagan administration for its
military involvement in Central
America. He cited that many or the
people actually kiUed, wounded and tortured weren't terronsts or enemy
soldiers, but rather women and
children.
"When I was in Central America, I
was outraged that my tax dollan were
used to support a war waged by a country against its own people," Farrell
said . .
Another speaker showed her point
by holding up a large chunk of shrapnel. the shrapnel came from artillery
fired by U.S.-backed Salvadoran
soliders. The woman explicitly told the
crowd of how the sharp, twisted metal
kills innocent villagers.
"It should make you sick," she said.
"Where it comes from should malt~
you mad."
Foxworth said the U.S. should
develop a policy more respectful of
Central America and its people,
allowing the region to meet its owa
potential itself.
Among those attendina the meedlll
was Ron Freund, a member or tilt ICtivist group, Cler&Y .t Laity CODOII'ned, and a teacher or Collllalllla
Colleae's U.S. Forelan Polley dMI.
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Seven percent rise in tuition
By Bridget K. t-)'alford
alterations in fi nancial aid programs
have made it more difficult for middle
The annual tuition for attending
Columbia College in 1984-85 rose ap- income students to receive aid and
proximately 7 per cent, a slightly lower
therefore they must seek alternatives."
increase than most college, state or Gall also stated that Columbia tries to
private.
stay relatively close to the financial aid
In the past three years the national · appropriations when the tuition is increased.
average of total college costs rose by II
· "Columbia's tuition will not inper cent, according to the College
crease through August 31, 1985. It is
Board Annual Survey of Colleges.
too premature to guess about the
Even with the increase, Columbia
economy, so we don't know what perCollege boasts the second lowest
tuition costs for a private institution in
centage it can increase the fall of
1985," said Gall.
the state, according to Bert Gall, adIn the past year Columbia has had
ministrative dean of instructional service. This status can be attributed to
an 8-10 per cent increase in fulltime
"prudent and sensible management,"
faculty. There has been a 250 per cent
increase in the library book budget.
said Gall.
Tuition costs must rise because the
Gall stated that Columbia hopes to
"cost of doing business is going up," improve the education facilities and
said Gall. "With a national inflation at
increase the number of faculty to keep
, 5-6 per cent, we are lucky to break
the student-teacher ratio low.
even. Tuition must go up each year
"It takes money for a quality lear,depending on the economy.
ning experience, it's not cheap.
Columbia College is funded almost However, dollars are being returned in
entirely by tuition. Salaries are the tangible results. Columbia students can
single largest item budgeted, and a look around and see improvement.
"reasonable salary increase" must be This should make the increase more
allotted.
understandable, although no one likes
According to Gall,
"Reagan it," Gall ~aid.

News briefs
Today colleges and universities will
begin a week of educating students on
the US-Soviet arms control stalemate
and the threat of nuclear war.
"Breaking the Stalemate,'' a
national effort organized by the United
Campuses Against Nuclear War and
other groups, comes days after students at Rhode Island's Brown University
voted 1,096-687 to stock "suicide
pills" on their campus in case of a

nuclear war.
Here at Columbia College, Louis
Silverstein has asked instructors to
devote class time during this week to
postulate the nuclear war threat.
Meanwhile, Silverstein, co-ordinator
of the Concerned Faculty, Staff and
Students of Columbia College, will address two seminars in California on
teaching pre-school to high school
students on the issue.
Resources are available at Columbia
College
during
"Breaking
the

Enrollment up slightly
By Rhonda Robertson
This
fall
Columbia
College
enrollment stands at 4,792 with 47J
more students than in fall of 1982 and
27 more students than in 1983, according to figures released by Kate
Asselin, director of records.
In 1984, the fall enrollment went up
more in the graduate field than usually.
When speaking with some students on
why they think enrollment has risen in
the graduate field , they said Columbia's popularity is mostly because of
the major fields they offer such as
television, photography, a nd journalism, and much more. The students
seem to think that coming to Columbia
and getting their undergraduate degree
or graduate they can go into their field
of work.
Director of financial aid, Ray
Pranske said, " Although enrollment is
up, there are still a lot of students who
haven't turned in their grants. Such as
the Pell Grant (BEOG) and (ISSC)
Illinois State Scholarship." Pranske
said the Pell grant can provide up to
$1900
but
students
would
probably need the ISCC. He said, " If
there is some student who hasn't heard
from their grants they should come in
Stalemate" week.
Academic advisors Bob Padgen and
Wayne Tukes will host a forum for
students and faculty to express their
concerns about a nuclear holocaust
Thursday (Oct. 25), 12:30 to 2 p.m. in
room 1207, main bldg.
Books and videotapes reviewing all
areas of the nuclear power issue will be
available in the Library all this week.
Intriguing topics in tape series range
from a sinulated war to•alternatives to
controlling the rapidly growing industry.
WCRX (88.1FM) will give air time
to the nuclear issue· through its music
programs, public service announcements and Tuesday night talk
shows-Chicago Speaks and Listen.
The Illinois Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Campaign kicked off the effort early
by sponsoring a rally at Grant Park
October 13 where mayor Harold
Washington and the Rev . Jesse
Jackson gave riveting again~t the
Reagan adminstration's choice not to
break the nuclear arms control
stalemate with the Soviet Union.

PoweU keynotes address

citizens at a Grant Park protest
(photo courtesy of Robert A. Davis)

Contest rules
The MEM Company, Inc. is making
a national campus search for a man to
represent their English Leather Musk
toiletries in 1985. The luck winner gets
cash and prizes.
To enter, send one photograph,
(b&w or color) to: Campus Search for
the English Leather Musk Man, in care
of the editor-in-chief, Columbia
Chronicle. All photos must have been
taken within the last six months and
must be no larger than 8 x 10 or smaller
than 3 x 5 (See rules and regulations).
The Chronicle editorial staff will
select 3 male students representatives
of Columbia College as semifinalists.
Each will receive a gift set of English
Leather Musk men 's toiletries es. A

panel of judges, selected by the MEM
Company, Inc, will select one campus
winner who will be entered in the
national finals. The natio nal winner
will be the English Leather Musk Man
of 1985. He will receive $1,000 towards
his tuition, a selection of prizes, and an
all-expense paid trip to New York to be
photographed
by
a
leading
photographer.
Greg Horner, the current English
Leather Musk Man was found in the
Washington State University Calendar.
To date he has appeared in 58 English
Leather Musk ads and has been
featured in "PM Magazine."
Rules & Regulations
1-The contest is open to young men
who are enrolled in a college or university. MEM, Company Inc. employees
and their families or its ad agencies'
employees and their families are not
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Jody Powell, Jimmy Carter's press
secretary and subsuquent author of a
best seller about the press and the Carter Administration, is the keynote
speaker at the lOth annual Chicago
Communications luncheon address on
Tuesday, November 13, 1984 at the
Marriott Hotel in Chicago.
The event has been instrumental in
providing financial support for the
Albert P . Weisman Memorial Scholareligible.
2-Contestants (friends of contestants) must send one photograph, 3
x 5 to 8 x 10, color b&w, taken within
the last six months to Editor-in-Chief,
Columbia Chronicle. Put the entrant's
name, address, phone number, age,
and the name of his college or university on the back of the photo. All entries become the property of MEM,
Company Inc. and cannot be returned.
All photos must be received by the
Chronicle by November 15, 1984. All
contestants will be asked to sign a consent form if they are selected as
finalists.
3-From the entries submitted, the
Editorial Staff will select 3 semifinalists. Photographs of the semifinalists will be entered in the final
selection of the contest. One campus
winner will be selected by a panel of
judges selected by MEM Company,

the Financial Aid office immediately.
Or if they are thinking of applying for
a loan they should come in now and get
all necessary information they needed
for the loan. Pranske said, "Now is the
time to get started on knowing how
they are going to pay their tuition
fees." He said he doesn't want it to be
the end of the semester and a lot of
students haven't paid for their tuition
and begin their classes.
Praske stated there are a lot of other
grants. Scholarship students can apply,
but to receive them they must do so
before the deadline date, which is
usually June I.
Here is a list of grants and scholarships that students can inquire about
for the Spring semester. Pranske said it
is better to start early and be sure you' ll
be able to enroll at Columbia or any
other school.
The Pelf Grant: ISCC, these two are
the most common. There are the
(I GLP) Illinois Guaranteed Loan
Program Full-time undergraduate and
graduate students may be able to
borrow using this. The Parent Loan
Program; this loan makes it possible
for the parents of residents' dependents to borrow money.
·
ship Fu nd, which helps Columbia
students in their academic and artistic
pursuits. According to officials of the
luncheon, the event has raised more
than $100,000 in its first nine years of
existence.
Powell, tabbed by the New York
Times as the most powerful press
secretary in White House history,
recently published memoirs on the Carter years, " The Other Side of the
Story,'' and detailed the stormy
relations o f the press and' the Carter
Administration.
As a political analyst for ABC News,
Powell again attracted nation-wide
his
remarks on
coverage for
" Nightline," regarding the Reagan
Administration's
news · blackout
following the invasion ·of Grenada.
Powell said government not only has a
duty, but a " right" to lie to the
American public when national
security is at stake.
A morning seminar will be held prior
to the luncheon titled, "Both Sides of the
,Story." Its topics will include, "The
Media: "Freedom for Whom to Know
What?" and Public Relations: "The
Ethical Edge."

Applications for awards
Applications are now available for
the Illinois Arts Council's (lAC) 1985
Artists Fellowship Program designed
to encourage creative artists working in
different disciplines to polish their
skills.

Pamela Dean and Patrick Z. McGavin
compiled these reports.
Inc. Each campus winner's photo will
be entered in the finals. MEM will
identify the-national winner after Nov.
28. All selections will be based on
photographic appeal. All decisions of
each step of the contest will be final.
4-The national winner will receive
$1,000 toward his tu ition as well as a
selection of prizes. (MEM will provide
gift sets of men's toiletries to the 3
semi-finalists.) Plus, the national winner will receive an all-expense-paid trip
to New York where he will be
photographed
by
a
leading
photographer and appear in English
Leather Musk advertisements.
S- This contest is subject to all federal ,
state, and local regulations. Liability
for federal, state, and other taxes imposed on the prizes is the sole responsibility of the winners. Offer void in
states where restricted or prohibited by
law.
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Tuition hike fair
We retu rning students got the chilling news last summer.
It was going to cost us an ext ra S200, minus class fees, to be
full time students at Columbia College this semester. Parttime (2 to 9 credit hours) rates increased per hour, and $5 was
tacked onto the sta nd ard registration fee .
It was even worse for new stude nts. Besides their tuition
and registration charges, an acceptance fee and library
materials deposit was added to the bill.
Plus, there is a new "satisfactory academic progress"
policy. Full-time students have 12 terms to complete the ir
bachelor's deg ree; part-time have 20 terms. This means
taking a minimum amount of credit hou rs pe r semeste r.
Compare d to two area colleges- Roosevelt a nd
De Pa ui -Columbia College's tuition is relatively low. Full
time students at Roosevelt a re paying $154.50 per c redit
hour pe r semester this yea r, four dollars less than what our
grad uate stude nts pay. On DePaul's qu arter system, it costs
$4,920 for up to 16 hou rs per quarter.
Colu mbia's tuition increase will go toward salaries for new
instru ctors and re novations in the Mic higan and Wabash
buildings. More fac ulty will he lp keep the stude nt/teacher
ratio low, guar anteei ng a more personal le arning excha nge
than one would get in a lec ture class with hundreds of
students. Modernizing and adding classrooms and e quipme nts in both buildings he lp fa culty to teach artistic and/o r
technica l c lasses mo re effective ly; this is a we lcome change.
Administration Dea n Bert Gall has said tuition rates will
not inc rease before the Fall 1985 semester. That. along with
the college's commitment to keep costs aligned with financial aid allotments makes the increase almost worthwhi le .
Now, if students could just have a ccess to electri c
typewriters ....

Wabash worth it
What with tuition always seeming to go up every
semester, it's satisfying to see some of that money be ing put
to good use. An example is the 11ewly-acquired, newlyremodeled Wabash Building.
last semester, Columbia College bought the building. At
the time, the 623 S. Wabash Bldg. was unattractive and
unimpressive, both inside a nd out. A stude nt could almost
catch the contagious drab mood of the building, going to the
schoo l's book store located there.
But students were in for a surprise this fall . A new streetlevel facade with brighter windows made the building look
attractive when walking by. The lobby actually is attractive;
its roomy, contemporary design a lmost me rits as being the
work or architect He lmut Jahn a nd his Post-Mode rni st
creations.
The improve ments greatly add to the building's apprearance. But more importantly, they help cre ate a better
atmosphere for Columbia's students to learn. The college
has successfully turned the Wabash Bldg. into an attractive
addition to its campus.

Registered? Vote_
Signing up to vote is easy when you're already waiting in a
line. That's what Columbia students learned last month in
the college's successful voter registration drive.
More than 1,000 students took advantage of the idea and
signed up as new voters. That's quite an impressive figure for
a student body of about 4,800.
One of the key reasons for the successful turnout was· that
the voter registration table was placed near one of the
longer lines during fall se mester registration. Students could
re gister to vote while waiting to register for c lasses.
Columbia is n't exactly known for its political activism.
College stude nts a re amo ng the loudest voices when it
comes to issues from financial aid to aid for Central America
to nucle ar war. But they have o ne of the worst voting records as a group.
There are no real active political gro ups or organizations
in Columbia to encourage stud ents to vote and become active in the e lections. So it was a wise and clever move by the
administration to put the voter regi stration table near class
re gistration.
John Moore a nd the other councelors and academic advisor5 who he lpe d to register students as new voters
recognized how important it is for every person who ca n
vote to be registere d to vote. The Chronicle comme nd s the m
for their succeuful efforts.
But registrat ion is only the half of it. The Chronicle urges
a ll registered voters-especially t he 1,000 new ones- to
vote on EJection Day. Take time out to know who the c andidates are a nd what the issues are.

Some teachers tardy, too
But there seems to be a double standard
By Suz a nne Dowtin
There seems to be a double standard at Columbia concer,ning student and teacher attendance.
At the beginning of each semester teachers preach at
students to become responsible adults. We have all heard
the sermon; "I will not chase after you (students) for your
assignments and I expect you to show up for class on time."
Unfortunately this same sermon needs to be preached to

some teachers.
Too many times students have shown up for class with
nothin_a to do but wait for their teachers' arrival.
Sometimes they wait in vain only to find that the class wu
cancelled and no one bothered to inform them .
The students, therefore, enforce the policy of Ieavins
class after 20 minutes believing that their teacher's tardiness
allows them an excused absence.
In reality, there is no such policy. It's folklore. It's been
handed down from aeneration to aeneration from school to
school.
If a teacher is late for a class students may allow this
"arace period." According to Bert Gall Administrative
Dean students should then sian an attendance sheet and
brina it to the Minon Alexandroff, Columbia's President.

This way there is a record of attendance in case there are
any questions of it later in the semester.
Teacher tardiness is rather minimal accordina to OaU.
" There probably are teachers late every week just u there
are students who are late each week," he said.
Of course teachers are occasionally late. They are are
human too. But some teach.ers are chroni~ly late. After a
while the old excuses "I ran out of ps, aot stuclt in traffic
or a aoriUa ate all of your homework asSiJDmentJ," wean
thin. Some teachers demand that their studenu walt for
them to matter how late they may be.
Students must balance their school and work schedules 10
why can't teachers?
Gall said that there were a few teachers with that problem
last year who no lonaer teach at Columbia. "I do not - .
couraae it or except it," be said.
The administration suaest that if a teacher il cbronlc:aJiy
late that the students should report it to the deputmctd
chairman immediately. "We are dependent on stosdenllto

make us aware of this,,. said Gall.
We pay for classes to learn not to sit idle. If we have to
become responsible adults, shouldn't our teachers set tbe
example?

Losing with cyanide
Fear, suicide could make nuclear war threat come true
By Ri ck Guasco
They say nuclear war is murder and suicide.
But what is mass suicide?
The students at Brown U-niversity, an Ivy
League school in Rhode Island, last week voted
to have the campus health center stock up on
cyanide piUs so students can commit suicide if a
nuclear war occurs.
Not if a nuclear war occurs, but rather, when
a nuclear war occurs. These students have
already resigned themselves to such a fate. It
sounds like they' ve already given up. But they
haven't given up to the Russians. They' ve
surrendered to fear.

die is contrary to human nature. Preparing for
such a fate is to expect it as if it were inevitable.
We become hopeless.
Giving into _ fears turns them into selffulfilling prophecies. By giving into the fear of
nuclear war, we make ourselves weak and actually increase the chances of such a war.
Such moves weaken us-on the whole as a
society and as individuals. If our country is seen
as willing to reach for the cyanide bottle at the
first threat of war, who is to say some countrY
might not take advantage of our fear? It's not a
case of being military might, it's simply a matter of being firm.

Luckily, the vote was a non-binding referendum, so the school won't have to stockpile
cyanide pills. But the very idea is chilling.
The two students at Brown U. who came up
with idea say they did so to make people think
about the threat of nuclear war and to work to
prevent it.
If a nuclear war took place, a good part of
the world 's population would be killed. The
survivors would eventually die from radiation
sickness and starvation. Because mankind
would make itself extinct, nuclear war is considered as suicide.

As individuals, what kind of people are we if
we all-too-soon accept death and defeat? Tbe
efforts we make to succeed will become only
half-hearted attempts if we see ourselves as
already on the road to failure.
In that case, they may as well dispense the
cyanide during midterms and finals, too. Think
you won' t pass that exam? You're probably
right and to study now wouldn't chanae your
grade. Welcome to Suicide Central, and end
your troubles. It's painless-and mindless.

But for those who would survive the atomic
blasis, they could have the chance to finish off
the job by finishing themselves of( with cyanide
pills. Sure, why not? Earth isn't going to be a
pretty place after World War Ill.
Humans, despite their destructive bent, have
a desire for survival. To literally lay down and

Turning a campus site into a suicide dispen:
.sary is as much a preparation for nuclear war 11
turning the same site into a missile silo. Bither
way, it poses a threat. People will be killed IDCl
it poses just as much a temptation to finaiiJ
press the button.
Maybe after all, in a nuclear war, the wodll
won' t end with a bana, buta whimper.
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Gambling on a Coke
Capricious vending machines just like Vegas
By Keith We sol

'Why go to Vegas when you can gamble here?'

I knew it! I had hardly been in this school 15
minutes but I knew I was back at Columbia
when I went down to the lounge on the first day
of school in search of a soda and was confronted with a student slugging and swearing at the
soda machine.
Then I went to the other side of the lounge,
still in search of my soda, and found that the
Cola button had been shattered on that one.
Only fifteen minutes into the new school year
and casualties were running high among the
, vending machines at Columbia. I could only
hope that the same student I had seen boxing
with the soda machine wasn' t making the rounds doing them all in.
When I finally found a soda machine that
worked, I put my change in and understood the
reasons for the students' anger.
The whole idea of vending machines is that
when you put your money in you should get
something back. Of course, like most things, it

ELETTERS TO THE h.LJITOR~
Former administrator denies job neglect
In the October I issue of the
Chronicle there was an article written
by Keith Wesol citing the administration's contention- that I had not
been providing for students' needs as
Graduate Placement Specialist.
Between the years of 1979 and 1984 I
developed a much needed service for
Columbia. During this period I identified and made available 50 to I25
career-related jobs every month.
I present Columbia College to top
management and hiring authorities in
Chicago's top 1000 companies and acted as liasison to the business community. I oversaw the activities of
numerous job referrals and placed

hundreds of graduates who are now
working and moving up in the companies that hired them.
I persuaded the Cable News Network to recruit on campus-an unprecendented event for a television
network. In three years CNN hired 20
Columbia graduates.
I organized and designed Columbia's first workshops on resume
writing, job search skills and interviewing techniques.
I compiled handouts to supplement
couseling sessions. I tried to establish
collegiate chapters - of national
professional associations, for net-

doesn't always work that way.
But that's what the change return button is
for. When I got my money back, I decided to
try-the same machine again in hopes that the
first attempt was a fluke.
When I put my money in the second time, I
not only got my soda but 75 cents back.
I don't mind making a profit but the companies who own the vendi ng machines might be
a little upset to learn that their candy and soda
machines were behaving like Las Vegas slot
machines. Yes folks, step right up, hit the right
button and you too may take some money
home.
By the way, I suggest that you try the Dr.
Pepper button.
Of course, if it's food you want you can immediately start scanning -the buffet of goodies
downstairs to determine which ones are least
likely to burn their way through your stomach
lining. There's enough sugar downstairs to "kill
a school full of diabetics.
Me? I'll wait the salad bar, thanks.

working purposes.
I researched and developed resource
lists of employers for each major,
arranged seminars in each interest area
for student groups to meet established
professionals to learn how to begin in
their field.
I worked closely with successful

alumni to facilitate hiring of new
graduates. All of these activities and
opportunities were offered to students
without regard to their race, sex, or
national origin.
Please set the record straight.

Ruth Geisenheimer

To o.r Raden:
The Chronicle will reserve this space each week for !etten from its readers.
We ask that readers restrict their topics to subjects that are related directly to the colleae or to
the noeds and concerns of c:oUege-qed students. We shouldn't have to auess what you're tryinato
teUus.
Allhoup we wiU consider !etten of any lenath we wiD aive preference to letters containioa oiOO
words or less. lfneed be we will edit your letter for brevity and clarity.
Cecause of the law, your letter must include your name and address. The letter should also include your telephone number so that we may contact you in the event your letter may need further
clarification.
Your address and telephone number will not appear with your story. Your name can be withheld
upon request.
..
.
Please type aU letters usina'll 70 space line and double-spacina. We wiU acceptleaibly written
stories if a typewriter is not available.
The Chronicle o ffice is located in B-106 of the main building on Michigan Avenue. Please mail
lett ers to:
Columbia C hronicle
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicqo, !Uinols 60606

Confused message at nuke rally
Protest confused over nuclear families, nuclear energy and nuclear weapons
Bv Scott Stone
Anyone who attended the Oct. 13 nuclear freeze
rally in Grant Pa rk or who caught the highlights of
it on the 10 o'clock news probably found the mselves snickering after it wa~ over.
O n the one hand there were so many themes
being presented and policies being protested that it
was hard to figure out who was protesting what.
This was funny because it seemed anything made
by, produced through or having the word " nuc lear"
connected to it was a danger to societyThe nucl ear family is a social unit which includes
mo m. dad and childre n. Nuclear power plants
produce energy but create waste which may be
dangerous to the public. Nuclear weapons wipe out
civilizations.
There is a big difference between the three tha t
the speakers missed.
In addition to those who spoke against
everything nuclear. there we re some on hand to
protest what they, personally, favored or opposed.
(I felt sorry for that young man who ca rried the
" Reaga n in '84" poster. I hope they him to the
hospita l in time.)
What many spectators might have fo und annoying abo ut the ra lly was that whil e they we re
told by the speakers that something was bad,
dangerou s or c rue l, they weren't given any alternatives.
Every political group had a representat ive there.
A sea of waver ing signs protested abortion. gun
control, prayer in the publi c sc hools and the CIA's
involve me nt in the Central America conflict. The
groups competed with one another to get their
be liefs conveyed.

We know that it was only taken a dozen nuclear
missiles to destroy the North Ame rican continent.
Yet, what is the solution to the runaway nuclear
arms race? Nobody said.
We know that nuclear power p lants risk exposing
the population to dangerous levels of radiation. We
also know that the byproducts of these powe r plants can't be discarded in a safe manner and that the
contaminents will remain toxic long a fter our
children's children a re dead.

"What happened in Grant Park
was they weren't told what type of
action to take. This was probably due
to the fact they weren't sure which
issue was being protested."
But as Americans continue to consum e more and
more energy each day how do our agencies continue to meet the demand without deplea tin g ou r
natural resources and without causin g pri ces to
skyrocket?
If nuclear power isn' t the solution to o ur growing
energy needs then just what is?
If these questio ns were a nswered perhaps some
of the spectators at Saturday's rall y wou ld have
gotten a cleare r understanding of what t he nucl ea rfeeze movement is and what it hopes to accomplish.
Realistically, rallies of thi s type are not mea nt to
be qu estion-and-answer sessions where co ncerned
citizens are told the pros and cons of the iss ue.

These rallies are meant to ruffle some feathers, to
get people a ngered hoping they will take some type
of action.
What ha ppened in Grant Park was that they
weren't told what type of action to take. This was
probably due to the fact that they weren 't sure
which issue was being protested.
Too many issues at this ra lly confused the
audience. like me, othe rs were probably left with
the same nagg ing question in the ir mind _What is it
they want me to do?"
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Kuper dazzles Dance Center
"heart stopping," and "out and out

By Tamara Spero

fun."

"You must have the courage of your
convictions," said Kate Kuper, dancer
and cho reographer who will appear in
"Collaborations" at the Columbia
College Dance Center November 9 and
10, 19 and 20.
Kuper is an artist who lives her work
as a "way of life." She said it is difficult, if not impossible, to "survive in
an artistic world," if you do not.
Kuper produces her own shows.
"You have to beca use no one else will
do it for you," she explained. To help
her along she fou nded Kate Kuper Inc.
The troup includes dancers Kuper, and
C hristina Ernst, musician Johnse Holt,
and composer Rocky Maffit. Kuper
works closely with the group. She insists that Kate Kuper Inc. "is not just
my thing, it's our thing." The rapport
helps create what Kuper calls "stage
moments that are very real."
They are ·a success. Reviews of this
dancer and crew · are consistantly
positive. Tribune fine arts critic
Richard Christianson wants to be
stranded on a desert island with her.
"no matter how barren the island
might be, she would be able to find
some object and make a witty,
imaginative dance with it," he said.
Other reviewers from the Reader, SunTimes, and Cleveland Plain Dealer
seem to have nothing but praise for her
dances. It is not unusual to hear
phrases such as "mind-bol(l(lin~t."

Kuper is a little different. "every
time you see her, she's a surprise," said
Richard Woodbury, a dancer and
music directions at Dance Center. "She

care what people think of me," Kuper
said. Yet she works to make herself
happy first as "you cannot care
whether people like you or not when
you try something new," she said.
Mime, acting, poetry, props, and
.Jriginal music comprise her dance. She

has fresh idea's, she' s never boring,
always something different. One dance
wilf be a very dancey dance. Another
piece might be more like theatre," he
explained. She works with the unexpected, you cannot see one her shows with
the idea that you "know" what it is
about.
One drawback of constantly trying
something different or new, is you
cannot make everybody happy. " I do

has a strong need to create dances. She
choreographs for " the pleasure of
seeing, for the audience instead of the
physical pleasure of moving," Kuper'
explained. "I love to move."
The
Student
Choreographic
Workshop has Kuper as a guest teacher
this fall . As a teacher/ choreographer
Kuper shows that there must "be
logic" to the steps of a dance before
she would create it. She uses

limitations because "limitations have
logic."
" Shape Suite," which just finished a
two week run at the 4730 N. Sheridan
Road Dance Center, has a pole dance,
a basketball, and a ten foot rope for
props. " I deliberately work on
problem solving dances," Kuper said.
The idea started when she was teaching
dance to children. "It involves simple
basic movements , the pole dance is a
study in lines," she explains. It was inspired by the painting of Mondrian
who uses primary colors and lines. His
work is often featured in the windows
of C rate & Barrel.
With the pole she must stick to
moving with an inflexible line. The
o nly movements she can use with the
basketball include bouncing, catching,
throwing, and rolling. With a ten foot
rope twirling, and swinging. "All the
things that are the property of a pole, a
ball, and a rope, " she said. Kuper cannot change those properties so she uses
them.
Kuper encourages dancers at all
levels to " give their best selves, to
grow," she commented. " I transfer my
feelings and ideas into movements that
are understandable, and clear." While
at Columbia she is teaching her
methods as an example. Part of her
philosophy is "Art should be entertainment, and should be educational.
It should take you somewhere," she
said.

40 cents a day buys student fitness
By Robe rt Brooks
Put away those Richara Stmmons
and Jane Fonda records. Grab that
jogging suit (or those leotards) and
pull those sneakers out of the closet.
Columbia students can now ease
stress and work out for less than 40¢
per day at the Lawson YMCA, 30 W .
Chicago Avenue.
Students can join for just $85 per
year. The same membership is offered
to non-students for $200. Each
student, seeking to join for the
discounted price, is required to submit
proof of enrollment at the college. A
school I. D ., schedule and note
varifying presence from the Admissions Office should suffice.
"We understand the financial status
of college students," said Hal Meyer,

associate executive director.
" Our goal is to provide non-stressful
programs at a reasonable price in
sWimming, basketball, racquetball and
self-defense to help students grow,"
Meyer said .
" Students cannot beat this price at
any health spa in the downtown area
for less than $12.50 per visit," he said.
Why wait? A down payment of $45.
allows you to swim, lift weights, play
racquetball and work out at your convenience. The balance must be paid
within 30 days.
Too skinny? Lawson has free
weights, Universal and Dynacam to
build firm, plump muscles in those
pipe cleanrer size arms and add calves
and quadriceps to those stilt!sized legs.
Too fat? There's room for you, too.
Lawson offers different courses in fit-

ness, ranging from starter fitness to
aerobic fitness, to help tone that body
ba·c k in shape.
Writing majors, having problems
meeting the 60 page requirement for
Story Workshop courses, can add to
their page counts by writing about different experiments at a YMCA, such as
locker room conversations, own personal workouts, fantasies and the
weird people at health spas.
After stretching, flexing, swimming
laps, pumping iron and swatting a rubberball against the wall, men can relax
in the steam room or sauna.
Because Lawson was designed as a
YMCA (Young Men 's Christian
Association), it lacks a sauna and
steam room in the women's locker
room.
Meyer on the possibility of installing

a sauna and steam room in the
women's locker room: "There are no
plans at this time or in the near future
to construct one."
Again, because of the financial
status of college students, Lawson's
facilities are open Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to II a.m., for $2. per
visit. Columbia I.D.s must be presen·
ted.
T ips on workouts:
Stretch and flex before and after
each work out.
Always use a spotter while weight lifting.
Never swim alone.
Don't stay in sauna bath for longer
than 10 minutes, one period at a time.
Never work a muscle to fatigue.
Set up an exercise program that best
fits you.

Student sells fake mail for lonely peers
(CPS)-When Barky the dog died,
earlham College student Shannon Kirchoff heard about it in a sweet letter
from home that began "Dear Glorious
Child" and went on to express her
parents' deep sorrow.
Kirchoff, shocked by the dog's sudden demise, wrote a reply that accused
her parents of poisoning little Barky.
Sound cold and unforgiving?
Maybe, but Kirchofrs parents, the
letter, the death and even Barky himself are just inventions of R.E.M. Enterprises, Ron Mader's "fake mail"
service for college students suffering
from empty mailboxes.
For a modest $2 a semester, Mader
win writer his subscirbers a month letter to help them ward of loneliness with
hometown gossip. The only catch is
that nothing- the family writing the
letter or the gossi p- is real.
Mader, 20, a telecommunications
major at Indiana Unversity, created his
fake family letters when friends com-

plained they never got any mail.
"The concept of writing fake letters
really lends itself to a lot of
questions," Mader admits. "But it's
news from home, family and neighbro
gossip."
Letter ideas originate in his copious
note taking.
"I take very different kinds of
notes," he says. "They're obscure. If
anyone looked at them, they would
think 'very strange.' If I hear anything
unusual, even in class, I'll write it
down and turn the story around to
make it funny.''
.
Last year, his first· in business,
Mader wrote and phoi9copied all the
letter for his 26 subscribers.
This year he has a computer to help
him personalize the correspondence.
"It takes about two hours to write
one letter," he explains. "Then
another three hours to process and personalize them.''
He began by offering subscribers letters from a "generic suburban

family," and then branched out to offer subscribers a choice of friendly or
hostile ·parents at the head of the
family.
Mader says the "suspicious" parents , who typically begin their letters with
a "Dear Trouble" salutation, outsell
the supportive parents, who begin their
letters with "Dear Glorious Child."
" I like writing the suspicious ones
better," he adds.
IU student Scott Anderson subscribes to the suspicious family for
himself and to the nice family for a
friend.
"I don't get nearly enough mail," he
explains. "So I looked forward to getting the letters. They're a parody of a
typical American family from suburbia.
Mader recruits his subscribers during
campus orientation week, posting signs
in IU's dorms. Last year, the campus
newspaper ran a story about his service
as well.
Most of the subscribers actually have

Mader write to friends instead of themselves.
" It's definitely a unique gift," s-ays
IU junior Deborah Freedman. "The
letters are personal enough you can
laugh over things that really could be
from your family ."
She compares the letters' tone to the
homey, innocuous humor of the
"Leave It To Beaver" and "Ozzie and
Harriet" tv shows.
"You could see families writing letters like these," Freedman adds.
Only three subscribers have replied
to Mader'sfake families so far, but
those responses were "very creative,"
he says. He hopes to encourage more
students to " Write home."
" I would love that," he laughs.
Freedman, for one, intends to resubscribe fo r a friend this year.
She' ll havea wider choice than last
year, too, since Mader is offering to
write from three new fake families . :
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Say 'hi,' but please don't touch
the dog----------------~
By Pamela Dean
When Columbia College students
· say hello to transfer-student Robert
Harris, some also include "Barney" in
that greeting.
Barney, a 4-year-old Labrador, is
Harris' second guide/ pilot dog in two
years. Well-meaning students at Thornton College went beyond friendly
"hellos" and ruined his first dog's
special training.
'Harris explained: "People patted
and sneak-fed the other dog. He was
distracted, so I ended up back in
Columbus, Ohio's Pilot Dog school
· over tl\is past Christmas break training
with a new dog."
Barney and Harris have been
together for 10 months.
"He is just a regular puppy, but he is
assigned to guide me," Harris said. "I
have to walk six blocks to get to
Columbia. If Barney is not paying
ultimate attention to my instructioins,
I could get hurt, or worse.
"Barney is well fed on a diet,"
Harris continued. "If people feed him
between meals, he will have embarrassing accidents that I will be billed
for! And, you cannot tease him. Barney is a friendly guy, but he has an instinct for trouble ... he'll take action."
Harris is Columbia College's second
blind student with a pilot dog. Mareen
Ryan, creative writing major, has been
taking classes here since 1981, aided by
her • 8-year-old black Labrador,
Smokey, another product of Pilot
Dogs. Yet Ryan said she will let friends
pat Smokey during class breaks
because "she deserves some affection,

too;" although no fraternizing is
allowed when they are on the street.
Harris received an associate's degree
in business administration from Thornton College. Here at Columbia, he is
a radio major with plans to tryout for a
disc jockey spot on WCRX next
semester. Harris said he likes rock
music, but he will play anything but
"elevator music" for fear he may "fall
asleep at the mike."
Presently, Harris is looking for
students to read books and write
assignments for his .classes. The Blind
Service Association in the Loop area
already provides some of these services, and the college has promised to
help locate volunteers.
" I tried to learn everything I could
about the school during open house in
September," Harris said. "Until I get
acquainted with things I will need to
ask anyone standing by for help for a
pair of eyes I can borrow for a while."'

Restaurant challenges
Chicago's trivia buffs
By Suzanne Dowtin
The trivia ,craze has infiltrated
Chicago's restaurants. Every Monday
night the trivia buffs meet to share
their knowledge and pick each other's
· brains at Butch McGuire's, 20 West
Division St.
The restaurant began its weekly
trivia contcsf in August. At the request
of some of the regular clientel.
The customers suggesed to manager
Dave Wentworth that he purchase a
few sets of Trivial Pursuit for the
restaurant.
After problems with patent laws,
Wentworth chose to use Chicagoan
Issac Asimov's game Super Quiz.

up to four, Butch McGuire apparel and
Irish Whiskey Loaf gift packages.
In November, the winning Monday
night teams will meet to play for the
Grand Prize; a cocktail party for twenty people with an open bar and hor
d'oeuvers for two hours.
If you know the answer to whether
Zsa Uabor has been married more
times than Liz Taylor or if Englebert
Hum.berdink has a middle name,
maybe you should put your knowledge
to the test at Butch McGuire's.

The game consists of 12 categories
and over II ,000 questions. There are
three levels of expertise in Geography,
Words, Science, Sports, Movies,
Spelling, Music, TV, Travel, Famous
People and Pot Luck.

Puzzle Answer

Each Monday night, the threeperson teams play against each other
through a process of elimination until
the two final teams square off. Five or
six games are played at once which
makes the restaurant's atmosphere
both exciting and noisy.
The players ask each other questions
after a spin of a roulet wheel determines which category will be used. The
team which answers the most questions
correctly after twenty minutes wins.
Prizes include lunch or brunch for

UNIVERSITY SELF PARKING
NO WAITING- 524 S. WABASH
STREET -LEVEL PARKING
(on Wabash Bewteen Congress & Harrison)

LOOP AUTO PARKS

DISCOUNT PARKING for
Students & Faculty - Day & Night
!l1 Hour 1.401
1-2 HourS< 1.90
2-3 Hours 2.40

3-4 Hours 2.65
4-6
Hours 2.90
.
6-8 Hours 3.15
.

all rates plus city ~

•·'

WELCOME BACK

Please Stamp Your CLa!m Check at the Michigan/Wabash Lo~by Guard Stations :

. ··.
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Fans win with 'Victor
By llyce Rei sman
This past weekend, more than
100,000 people, from the young to the
young-at-heart, gathered together at
Comiskey Park for three nights to see
the much-talked about Jackson's Victory Tour.
The show began at 7 p.m. with a
juggler named Chris Bliss, juggling
balls and fire for 25 minutes, to get the
crowd ready for the show. But, unless
you sat in the first 20 rows, you could
barely see what he was doing.
The juggler was followed by a
showing of the Jackson's new "Torture" video, from their "Victorv"
album. The video a~~eared on a hu(!e
30-by-21-foot screen over the stage.
Following the video, people began
filling the remaining empty seats. The
audience was filling up with entire
families, young couples, young
children and old couples (without their
children). There were screaming
teenyboppers, many Michael Jackson
look-alikes and even a few punk
rockers.
The concert finally started at 8:30
and began with a "Star Wars" type
opening in which six brightly colored
creatures, called Kreetons, marched
across a dark, 90-foot high stage to
scary music as purple smoke filled the
air and fireworks went off. The
Kreetons were then overcome as Randy
Jackson entered the stage and pulled a
sword fr_om a stone which shot colored
laser beams and fireworks at the
creatures. The creatures fell to their
death as Randy saved the day, and the
music could begin.
The once-dark stage became brightly
lit and a hidden trap door began to rise
from the stage. The door then opened

as brothers Michael, Randy, Marlon,
Jermaine and Tito rose ori a platform
above the ground. (The remaining
brother, Jackie, was supposed to
reunite for the tour, too, but had to
cancel when he underwent knee
surgery.) The Jacksons stepped
simultaneously down steps toward the
bottom of the stage and upon hitting
each step, lights went on !lnd music got
louder.
The five brothers then removed their
sunglasses and began singing, "Want
to Be Starting Something."
Michael was dressed, as expected, in
a white sequined jacket with matching
belt, socks and one glove, short black
pants and black loafers.
The huge video screen showed exactly what was going on on-stage as,
unless you were sitting extremely close,
the five brothers looked like miniature
people. The screen, however, took
away the feeling of being at a live concert since the words did not coincide
with the moving of their lips. You saw
first what you heard a fraction of a
second later. The big screen was,
though, advantageous as the people sitting far back could only see the screen.
The Jacksons, backed by six admustctans,
performed
ditiona-l
everyone's favorites, including "Shake
Your Body Down," "Things I Do For
You," "Off The Wall," Heartbreak
Hotel," "Rock With You," "Lovely
Woman" and " Working Day and
Night."
Michael sang his famous tunes,
"Billie Jean" and " Beat It" and
soloed in the ballads, "Human
Nature" and "She's Out of My Life."
Jermaine sang his recent top-20 hit,
"Dynamite" along with "Let's Get
Serious," from his recent album sim-

VETS

'Tilt DrUJer' olulos wl.. brotloen Marto. (left) ud RaiNiy at eo.JoUy Pull.

ply titled," Jermaine Jackson."
The Jacksons also performed a
nostalgic Motown medley of "I Want
You Back," " The Love You Save"
and ''I'll Be There."
Surprisingly, they did not do any
songs from their new "Victory"
album.
The $30 ticket price was a bit high
but worth it as the show was filled with
singing, dancing, special effects, razzle
dazzle and everyone's favorite songs.
If, however, you came to see Michael
sing with true emotion and feeling,
then you certainly left disappointed. ,d.
During his ballads, he tried to sing
slowly and with passion, but somehow
it seemed all too rehearsed and phoney.
The Jacksons played for an hour and
45 minutes, taking extremely long

Trick bassist goes solo
Bv

If you' re receiv ing V.A . Bennies,
Be SURE To Keep The Columbia
Vet Office Aw are Of Each Time
You Regi ster!

pauses between songs and one short 5minute break.
After the last song, the stage got
dark and laser beams began spinning
around as the Jacksons seemed to
mysteriously disappear.
They did not return for an encore
and the crowd did not ask them to; it
was not expected. Although the concert was good, you left feeling as
though you had just seen a Jacksons
special on TV. It seemed as though
everything was planned, right do\vn to
the way they turned their heads.
They did not try to get the audience
to sing along, but most did sing.
Only a few times did the audience clap.
But most of the time you felt as if you'
were not a part of the concert, but only
a spectator.

David Moll .
Former Cheap Trick bassist Tom
Peterson is finally coming out of the
woodwork, and after four lgng years
since leaving the band, he is emerging
with his first solo effort.
The just-released six-cut EP, "And
Another Language," (Enigma Records) features his wife Dagmar Peterson
on vocals.
Peterson also recently
helped out for Mick Jagger's solo
album.
Although it has taken Peterson four
years to release the record, he had
originally planned to do so shortly after leaving Chea p Trick . But unforseen
legal problems had taken up his time,
and drained his creativity.
Peterson told Billboard Magazine,
"It was difficuilt getting into the studio
to record because all I was doing was
going back and fort h to a lawyer all
day long."
Peterson also received a lack of

support for wanting to form a
traditional rock band with a female
vocalist, an arrangement that most
people at that time thought was
ridiculous. No more ridiciulous than
the schedule he kept while with Cheap
Trick. Peterson says his departure
from the group came as a result of
unacceptable recording habits rather
than musical or personal differences.
As the group gained popularity, they
rushed through its recording sessions.
With . "An"d Another Language,"
Peterson had the freedom to produce
his own album. The title is appropriate
because of the teehno-dance-pop style
side of Peterson not found on Cheap
Trick albums.
Peterson seems to enjoy life more
now that he has the time to do the
things he wa nts. But he says about his
break with C heap Trick: "I have no
ha rd feelings, and I don't want to give
anyone the impression that I'm saying,
'Now I'll show you .' Alii ever wanted
to do was write and record and play."
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In The Spotlight
By David Moll
FAcEs IN TifE CROWD: Sylvester
straight in Columbia's remake of the
Razor's
Edge,
W.
Somerset
Siallone is back in Rambo; First
Blood, Part II, but moviegoer5· will Maugham's novel about a man's searhave to wait. The sequel to First Blood
ch for wisdom in the years following
World War I.
wgn' t open until next summer.. . Gary
Busey will portray baseball hero 1oe
POLICE BEAT: Police fans won't
DiMaggio in Insignificance. Tony Curhave long to wait to see Sting in action.
·tJs will also 'star.. . The man of a
He'll be appearing in the long-awaited
thousand voices, Robin Williams, will . adaptation of Frank Herbert's scienceplay a man of a thousand disguises in
fiction classic Dune. The movie, due
Embassy Pictures' Perfect Parout around Christmas, is big on special
tners... Joe Piscopo, Michael Keaton
effects and actors, including Max Von
and Marilu Henner will star in Johnny . Sydow, Jose Ferrer and Dean StockDa.ngerously, a gangster spoof that is
searching
for
the
weli ••. After
due out in December. .. Willlam Katt
abominable
snowman
in
the
and Sean Young will star in Baby, a
Himalayas recently, Sting found the
story of a young couple who discover a
chance to play a part in a monster
baby brontosaurus and wind up enclassic too good to pass up. He will
dangering their lives. .. Bill Murray goes

...

~...,

.. lolo lint ltflou role, Clalcqooa BID Marray stan wlllo CatllertDt Hicks Ia
.._.Milot ao..t by Somenet Moaahom.

The Rat or •s EdI••

Anne Bancroft stan u aa ecx:eutrlc New Yorker Ia Sidney Lumet's comedy, Garbo talks,
from MGMI UA.

Columbia's The Bride, based on the
original Bride of Frankenstein. Sting
wasn't the only odd casting choice.
Jennifer Beals will play the bride. The
film, due out next summer, will be
directed by Franc (Quadraphenia)
Roddam.
RETURN
OF
THE
CULT
CLASSICS: Mad Max is back on the
road again in Mad Mad Ill Mel Gibson will once again play Max, the
mythical hero made cult figure by
millions of fans. Filmmaker George
Miller is directing the film, which is
being made in the Australian outback
with a cast of hundreds. Pop singer
Tina Turner is set to costar as the
leaderofagroupofwildchildren. Mad
Max was originated in 1979 in the film
of the same name. Gibson played the
cop dressed in black leather sporting a
sawed-off shotgun, protecting the
roads terrorized by thugs after society
collapses following a nuclear war.In
Road Warrior, Mad Max helps a group
of people save their home in a land full
of barbarians in search of the last
remaining gallons of fuel.. .George
Romero will literally be trying to scare ·

the daylights out of people in Vay of
The Dead, the sequel to Night of the
Living Dead and Dawn of The Dead,
both of which are already cult classics.
The ghoulish ordeal started in Night of
the Living Dead when a radiation leak
brought the dead out of their graves
and back to life in search of their
favorite delicacy-humans. In Dawn
of The Dead, the zombies continued
their search in a shopping mali while
four people try to outwit the walking
deadheads. This film was banned in
many countries because of its violent
nature. With Day of The Dead,
Romero hopes to continue the
tradition.
BUCKWHEAT VS. ROCKY: In an
unusual change of casting, Eddie Marpby has replaced Slyvester Stallone in
Paramount's Beverly Hills Cop. The
former Saturday Night Live funnyman
will portray Detroit police detective
Axel Foley, a cop who heads out to
Beverly Hills to solve the case involving
his best friend, who was mysteriously
murdered.
The
"contemporary
action comedy" is due out at Christmas.

''Grant Park' opens at Columbia
ByJack Rodriguez
Columbia's Museum of Contemporary Photography opened its 1984.85 season with an exciting, creative
new exhibit focusing on Chicago's··
"frontyard." Called, "The Year in
Chicago's Grant Park," the exhibit is
the last one to be organized by o utgoing museum director Steven Klindt.
71
local
Klindt
invited
photographers, some from Columbia,
to exhibit one photograph each, taken
with the legal boundaries of Grant
Park as designated by the Chicago

Park District. The phoiographs were
taken during the year from August,
1983 to July, 1984, capturing the
park's people, moods and events
thro ughout the seasons.
The 71 photos include some which
are hand-coloured, black-and-white,
collage form, mixed media, aside from
traditional
35mm
prints.
The
photographers show high creativity intheir sometimes-serious, sometimesamusing but never boring display.
Viewers are taken through a world that
some Chicago area residents rarely see.
Grant Park is seen graphically with

its immense variety of people frequenThrough
the
ting
the
park .
photographs, a meeting o f park bums
. and Sunday afternoon families takes
place. The city's skyline shimmers
above a leafy green foreground. While
each photo shows the photographer's
imagination and creativity, anyone
who has ever taken a walk through
Grant Park will have a sense of
familiarity .
"The year in Chicago's Grant Park"
is director Klindt' s last exhibit, due to a
career move. Klindt is leaving Columbia to become the director o f the
Tweed Museum of Art at the University of Minnesota at Duluth.

In addition to the current exhibit is
an interesting companion collection on
the upper level of the musem. This
exhibit features photographs of Grant
Park provided by the Chicago
Historical Society. The black-andwhite photos in the collection show
how the park has changed and evolved
from the early part of the century to
1
the late 1960s.
The Museum of Contemporary
Photograph y is open to the public
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Saturdays fro m noon to 5
p.m. There is no charge for admission.
The exhibit continues through December I.

U.S. Deportment

Slneo llthclt, loft, dlftclor of tile M - of
llot Gnat Portt oDihlt.

Cootemporory Photoanphy, lllkl with auests at
(Photo by Jock Rodrtqaoz)
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DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.
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Calendar
ART-Dorit Cypis, sculpture,
her recent work will be shown
at the School of the Art Institute Oct. 30, at I :30 p .m.
FREE SCREENINGS-Rules
of the Game (1939) will be
shown at Chicago Circle Campus, in room 605 Oct. 29 a t 3
p.m. and 6 p.m. Travel log
"Switzerland and the Alps"
will be shown at the Field
Museum at 1:30 p.m. on October 25, in James Simpson
'fhi:aire.
HALLOWEEN-A party will
be held at the Brookfield Zoo
Oct. 27, with a parade led by
Affie the elephant. A lecture
"Halloween
Legengs
and
Masks" will be held at the Field
Museum Oct., 27 and 28, from
1-3 p.m. Make your own mask
after lecture.
INTERNSHIP-The
Dow
Jones Newspaper Editing Intern program has summer internships that include a $1 ,000
scholarship. Contact the Journalism Dept. or DOW JONES
NEWSPAPER FUND PO
BOX 300, PRINCETON, N.J .
08540. Phone: 609-452-2820.
PHOTOGRAPHY- A workshop featuring Roger Mertin,

1------

Knick Knack's

Monday, October 22, 1984

"1964-1984 Work and Influences" will be held Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 26 and 27, at
9:30 a.m.-5:30p.m. A lecture
is included Friday, Oct. 26 at
7:30
p.m.
Contact:
Photography Dept. Secretary.
PLACEMENT-The Chicago
Institute for the Arts is interested in Columbia College
students ages 19 and older who
are classified as economically
disadvantaged to work full or
part time in media-related jobs.
Contact: Gina· Piraino 8533477.
VOLUNTEERS-Literacy
Volunteers of Chicago Inc.
needs people to work 1-2 hours
a week tutoring students in
English as a Second Language.
Contact: Janice L. Conklin
663-0543.
WRITING DEPT.- A special
of
"TriQuarterly"
issue
magazine has three stories by
members
Andrew
faculty
Allegretti , Larry Heinemann,
and Maxine Chernoff. It is
available at the Columbia
College bookstore.
LIBRARY HOURS: Monday- Thursday, 8 a.m . -10
p.m.; Friday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.;
Saturday 9 a .m.-5 p.m.

•
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Classifieds·-------1

HELP WANTED:
Opening
for
work-study
eligible
student.
Upper
classman preferred, interesting
assignment, loo p location. Call
782-8967.
R!i._WA_RD-Free
trip
to
Dayton
plus
commission
Money. WANTED: Organized
group or individual to promote
the Spring Break trip to
Daytona. If you are interested
in our reward call (414) 7810455 or 1-800-453-9074 immediately! Or :";r'ii~r:: Designers

of Travel, N. 48 W. 13334 W.
Hampton Ave., Menomonee
Falls, WI53051
FOR SALEBoom Box AM-FM Cassette
Great Sound Perfect condition
Was $200 Now $125 or B.O.
Call after 6 p.m. 935-5488
Prince Tennis Racket, small
size, 4" grip like new, half
price $25 after 6 p.m . 9355488.
Wanted to Buy: Easel, Sturdy
& Inexpensive Afier 6, 9355488.

(~o[leuaol pus Uill deJ.. ) tilftlBUal pue UJ&~dBJ(L !Ha:lMBJ ( •• 4C)JB4dw) 4SllB.:f (9 :( .. suya~ pa•BTJ.. ) SUfeH
A.Jna.. ) MCITTUBH .<.uee (17 !lil~.:xll lStill.lDJ (( !>iOe(' U81&1JTDM (l ! eag lU0\1 (T : SM3MS.Mt

apmqJ (c:; !( ,.MOT J;wert

Place an ad in the Chronicle
ACROSS

~ear Acaaeinic

·. -advisor~J!
..___
__

DEAR ADVISOR: What's going on? I
recently received a letter from your
department warning me of something
called a credit completion rate.

student confused by the separation of
the TV and Radio Departments. Effective fall, 1984, the " umbrella" term of
Broadcast Communications no longer
exists. The TV department is chaired
SIGNED: GREAT GRADES by Ed Morris and the Radio department is chaired by AI Parker.
)EAR G.G.: The letter you received
·rom the Academic Advising depar- Also effective Fall, 1984, Academic
.ment is to inform you of new Advisors no longer see students by the
tcademic policies and procedures ef-. alphabet, but by the student's major.
fective fall 1984 at Columbia College.
1
Briefl y, the new policy states that- Steven Russell Thomas-Assistant
those students who have received an F, Academic Dean (room 609F, ect. 150)
a W, and/or an I are jeapordizing their Melinda Oswalt-Reception Area, ex.
academic completion rate. The com- 14S
pletion rate differs from the grade
Eileen Cherry-AEMMP, Da nce,
point average.
Theator/ Music (Room 609G, ect. 149)
Bob
· Padien- Art
Photo
Writing/English
DEAR ADVISOR: Help! I am a Esther Ruskin- Advertising, Jourbroadcast major ami the curriculum nalism, Film (Room 6-9B, ect. 147)
has changed in mid-stream . What am I Wayne Tukes- TV and Radio (Room
to do? I have already earned 32 hours 609D, ext. 148)
in TV and Radio; now I fi nd o ut they
are separate departments!
Hubert Davis-Undeclared majors and
SIGNED: MIX ED- UP MINNI E international students (room 609E, ect.
n•:AR M.N.: Yo u a re not the only 344)

t Also
4 Equally
6 Babylonian hero
11 Swatted
13 Mediterranean
vessels
15 Near
16 Chore
18 Mother ot
Apollo
19 Fish eggs
21 Aroma
22 Revised: abbr
23 Kind ot fabric
26 Weight ot lndi.
29 Pronoun
31 Send forth
33 Symbol tor
xenon
34 Maiden loved by
Zeus
35 Anger

38 Slender tin
39 Italy: abbr.
40 Fulfill
41 Tax
43 Partner
45 Greek letter
47 Atmospheric
conditions
50 Rupees: abbr.
52 Blood
53 Hindu cymbals
56 Allowance tor
waste
58 Whisper
60 Note ot scale
61 Come back
63 Concurred
65 Doctrine
66 French article
67 A month
DOWN
1 Former Russian
ruler

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
2 Mr. Premlnger
3 Either's partner
4 Performer
5 Slides
6 Most remote

7 Symbol tor
tellurium

a competent

9 wants
10 Perlorm
12 As above
14 Therefore

171ndlcate
20 Female sheep
24 Leave out
25 Plunge

27 WfiYOUI
28 Nerve network
29 Current
30 Cry otowi
32 Tempo
36 Quarrel
37 Fastidiously
tasteful
42 Country ot Asia
44 Skill
46 Rugged
mountain
cr•t

46T•t

411 Barrter
51 Stupefy
54 Name lor
Athena
55 Title ot respect
Rever•: abbt.
57 Soak

se

58 Teutonlc deity
82 Note ol tcale
&4G.I., a.g.
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Ditka: A coach with two faces
By Robert Brooks

Win or lose, true Chicago
fans stick by their ~rs.
Through thick (winning three
straight) and thin (losing two).
They watch head coach Mike
Ditka celebrate each win. They
also> want Ditka to respond
with respect to a loss.
A few weeks back, Ditka was
heart-broken after the Bears'
23-14 loss to the Dallas
Cowboys. Fans didn't like the
way he responded to reporters
afterwards. Is Ditka a sore
loser? Yes.
The Bears sulked in the .
locker room after the game as
reporters gathers around Ditka
with only one subject on their
minds: The two-minute warning before halftime.
Walter Payton ran the ball
successfully out of the shotgun
formation which gave the Bears ·
a first down on the Cowboys 14
yard line. The Bears used their
last timeout with :55 left on the
clock.

tackled in bounds and time expired.
Ditka's postgame interview
with reporters went like this:
Q. Late in the first half, you
nearly came 50 yards in three
plays. You called a timeout,
gave Dallas time to regroup,
~nd didn't get the field go'll.
·Was that the turning point?
DITKA. No. Next question.
Q. Did you want a timeout

The next two plays (Payton
rushed totaling one yard) took
40 seconds from the clock. To
stop the clock on third down,
quarterback Jim McMahon attempted to throw· the ball out
of bounds, but a broken bone
in his throwing hand prevented
him. The ball sailed towards
and he caught it. Gault was

An interview
DITKA. No kidding? I don't
know .... You saw the football
game ... You may as well say
and write what you want. I
have no comment ....
Ditka's snappy responses
continued.
Reverse the situation. The
Chicago Bears romped the

came nearly 50 yards in three
plays. You called a timeout,
gave Dallas time to regroup. A
sloppy and unplanned pass to
Gault resulted in a touchdown.
DITKA. Yes. That just goes
to show you how great this
football team is and what a
great coaching staff we have.

you don't take risks. I mean,
there are risks in everything.
This mistake just so happened
to work in our favor.
Q . Why two running plays?

DITKA. Have you seen how
hot Payton has been? He's
really come through for this
team in tight situations. He's
chasing
Jimmy
Brown's
record, and by all means, I plan
to help him any and every way I
can. Furthermore, McMahon
has a sore hand and just can't
throw 100 percent. I think both
were excellent calls, and the
slats show it.
Q. Why did Payton run only
four times in the third quarter?
DITKA. Well Walter is
human and like every human
being, he needs rest. So I ran
Matt Suhey.

JI,.McMoboa

MlkoDIIka

WUIItGoall
(photos coartay of die Cbk:oao Bean).

called?
DITKA. Yes. Next question.
Q . Why two running plays?
DITKA. Because we wanted
to. Next question.
Q. Why did Walter (Payton)
run only four times in the third
quarter?

Dallas Cowboys 23- 14 making
Ditka the proudest coach in pro
football. The Bears are 4- I.
Ditka would have worn a different after-game face.
Post
interview,
same
questions, as if the Bears won;
Q. Late in the first half, you

The Bears played well. With a
Gault on the team, anything
can happen. It's great.
Q . Did you want a timeout
called?
DITKA. I did at first. But
what good is a football game if

After bragging and giving
overstated and impressive
quotes for 30 minutes, Ditka
might've concluded with: "It' s
always a pleasure to talk with
the press, and I hope to have
many more wins like this. Any
more questions?"
" No,"
the
reporters
would' ve pleaded. "You've answered them all."
Call Dilka a sore loser, but
he's a "graceful" winner.

CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY
USED CAMERA-LENS DEPT.
BINOCULAR DEPT.
All items over $50-1 year
limited warranty)

PHOTOFINISHING FILM DEPT.
(30% Discounts of film
in 20 roll quantity mix)

NEW CAMERA-LENS DEPT.
All the Lowest Prices

FLASH & METER DEPT.
VIEW CAMERA DEPT.
TRIPOD DEPT.
PAPER-CHEMICAL DEPT.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY WITH
THE LOW CENTRAL
DISCOUNT PRICE!!

WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL!!

We Have The Most
Complete Darkroom
In The Chicago Loop
Area !!

230 S. WABASH A VENUE
NEAR JACKSON BLVD.
312-427-5580

Monday - Fr iday 8 a.m .- 5:30 p.m .
Saturd ay 8 a.m .- 5 p.m .
Sunday closed

WE DISCOUNT OUR
PHOTOFINISHING &
DEVELOPING SERVICES

-MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS
ACCEPTED
-REPAIRS ACCEPTED
-WE ACCEPT TRADE-INS
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Intramural& at Columbia?
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By De nnis Ande rso n
Intraumral sports. A word
seldom heart at Columbia; and
never done.
Why?
"It has never been brought
up by Columbia. I never heard

about
it
(an
intramural
program)
before,"
said
associate executive director of
Lawson YMCA Ha l Meyer.
If Columbia had a n intramural program it would be
conducted at the Lawson YMCA. Columbia also holds its
physical
education
classes

there.
Columbia's students have an
interest in intramural competition.
In a poll of 100
students conducted by the
C hronicle found that 85 percent were in favor of an intramural program (69 percent
said they would participate) .
Columbia dean of student

Cronin to retire
By Ta m a ra Spe ro
St. Rita High will not be the
same when popular, respected
all-around-good-guy
Pat
Cronin steps down as head
football coa ch nex t year.
C ronin is lea ving due to
health problems. In a recent
phone interview he stated that
at 49 he was an " o ld man ."
However, his age is not the
major reason. Serious thought
about retiring came after he
had his t hird heart attack in
April, 1982. " I passed out in
the gym office," he said.
Everyone became more concerned about his health . I mean

that
doesn ' t
happen
everyday," explained St. Rita
student Danny Garcia. Garcia
observed that some assistant
coaches and sJ. Rita teachers
" told him to quit. There is too
much stress on him in foo tball
(as varsity coach) .. "
C ronin has been a head
footba ll coach for 23 years, the
last 16 spent a t St. Rita. C ro nin
St. Rita teams have a 125-38
record (188-48-4 for his career) .
Rules and regulations such a s
"be home by 10:30 p. m ." are
not a part of t his se lf-described
"easy going" coach' s style . H e
does not worry about what

Locker Room
Lines
By Dennis Anderson

...

fhoughts and panderings of
a college sports editor .
The Chicago Bulls ' Michael
Jordan better turn the club
around o r they will go the route
of the C hicago Cougars and the
Fire. Jordan will fill some seats
at the Stadium for the fi rst 20
home games . But if the Bulls
don ' t win, i.t will be (no)
business a s usual.
Even though DePaul basketball coach Joey Meyer inherits
a top notch ball club, he better
have at least a .600 winning
percentage. Blood is not
thi cker than wa ter at the
Rosemo nt Horizon aft er being
close to a· natio nal champion ship so ma ny times with fa rther
Ray .
The line of q ua lity sports
reading has been lean this year.
At the top o f the list stands The
Wrong Stuff by Bill Lee, The
Baseball Abstract by Bill
James, Wea ver on Strategy by
F:arl Weaver and surpri sing ·for
a fast producti o n schedule

believe it when a Cincinnati
native told me that George
Foster had hit a homer to about
my seat (550 feet from home
plate). (It was called a box
seat.)
The park was clea n, but it
doesn't take lo ng to hose-down
concrete. I did like the usher's
wipping off my seat before I sat
down . The nicest thing a n Andy Frain has ever done for me
was to give me a n a ll-star
ballot.

players do with their private
time. "If you participate that
much in smoking, drinking ,
and drugs , you are not going to
be able to play. Those. kinds
will drop off," C ro nin said . " I
don't make rules I cannot enforce."
Cronin has never had a
losing season. He cred its the
talent and intelligence of the
players.
Cronin pays little attention
to records his Mustang teams
may have broken. He does not
save newsclips about his teams,
o r himself.
When asked whet her he tries
to build character in football
players, he quotes former
Alabama coach Bear Bryant,
" No, the kids got the character
before they got there." C ronin
is a firm believer in th is.
" C haracter is built by parents.
Good parenting builds good
cha racter ," he said.
However, the game can be
good to kids who didn't have
good parenting. ''Sometimes
football can be an out for
emotionally disturbed kids
because they learn discipline,
and teamwork. An absolutely
essential must, " Cronin said.
"There is something about a
footba ll team, the very fact
that it is a rough contact sport
that brings kids closer together.
They share a lot more, they
have to go thro ugh tough practices a lot."
Cronin does not know who
the new head coach will be. He
recommends one of his seven
assistant
coaches,
James

affairs, John Moore, said intramural sports is a good idea
but he doesn' t have the time to
organize it.
How important is an intramural program?
" lntramurals provide a service that poeple need above and
beyond an education," said
Ray Clay, director of campus
recreation at the University of
Illinois at Chicago. "Students
go to school an average of six
hours a day. They need time to
sit back and relax. Twenty
minutes or so of activities helps
to readjust yourself."
Starting a program is not
easy; it takes a lot of work and

An~sten .

IllMa~gln ,
Sandy Knu fax,
A I rip lo River I rorll Stadium
elc?)Proha bly bccau ~ e o f th e
in Cinci nna ti , O hio, make\ me ~ porb writ er ~ . I j ust l o~ t it for
appreciate Wri gley f' ield a nd G eorge llrcll when I fo und o ut
<"o mi\ kcy Park a ll the m ore.
he had hem nrrhoilk
Apart from ~cc in g ~o rn e ba d
( ;od , If you ' re read ing,
lJa\cba ll , I wa\ ab le to wa ve to please ~ave C hicago fro m TH E
pa \\C II Kcr~ of ai rpla ne\ pas~ in g
WAVE .
·. •·· mv hea d . I could no t
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"Tbe students have · to participate and put some work into
it," Reynolds said.
Sports that worked for
Reynolds and Clay are the

.!i

-

.....

determination.
same ones that Columbia
Wally Reynolds, athletic and students found interesting:
intramural director at Morton basketball, flag football, floor
College in Cicero, fo.und a way hockey, racquetball, softball
to get a program started when and volleyball.
he was at Harper College which
" There is flexibility (at the
he brough with him when he
Lawson YMCA)," Meyer said.
went to Morton.
" All you have to do is put a
"It's a trial and error few people together and coorsituation,"
Reynolds said. dinate time and space. It would
" You have to make it easy for not be expensive, but it would
people to participate, especially · need some planning."

A chance to play
The Chronicle would like to
get students involved in intramural competition in conjuction with H a l Meyer,
Associate Executive Director of
Lawson YMC A .
If you are interested, contact
the Chronicle office, in the
main building, room 106.
Leave your na me, phone num-

~;;;a;·-;~VIENNA
'

for a commuter schooi (like
Columbia). You do that by
devising a flexible schedule that
would have Joe to play John
during a certain week. Joe
would call John and they
would set up a time that
theycould get together. Then,
tliey would reserve a court. The
winner would give me the score
and waii to see who his opponent would be for the next
week.

Columbia once had a basketball team . (File photo)

The Dallas Cowboys may be
America n's team , but I hate
them . A lso on my hate list : The
Montreal
C anadiens ,
New
York Yankees (or for that matter, a nythin g tha t comes out of
New York) a nd (just a dded to
that list) the San Diego P adres.
I'll never get over that C ubs'
loss.

If Not re Dame can get so
ma ny p layers draft ed by the
Na tio nal Fo otball League (28
a re playing in the NFL) why
can ' t they win? Answer: coach
Cubs Win! A Celebration of Gerry F"aust.
the 1984 Chica!(o Cubs by Bob
Loga n.
Why a re tCHiay' s ba seball
Bottoming out the li st was stars (Mike Schmidt , Steve
Reg!(ie by Rc~~ie Jackson. Garvey, Geo r~:c Hrett, Steve
Wo uldn ' t yo u know it would Carlton ,m etc.) not larger tha n
come ju\ t in time for hi\ SOOth life th a n th e s t ar ~ o l 111e past
ho me r un.
(Rahc Ruth, l .ou (;c hr i~. Joe
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ber and sports you are interested in participating in.
Direct your response to the
sports editor.
" N othing is set yet but with a
big enough respo nse something
can be worked out," said
Chronicle sports editor Dennis
Anderson.

HOT DOGS

WITH ALL THE FIXINGS

• Corn Beef

CALL FOR FAST PICK-UP
*SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES

1./2

* FRESH
POPCORf\J

• ltaliiln Beef

663-0243

*TAFFY ,
APPLES

Block South of Congress · 539 s. WABASH

